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Jeffrey Green serves as co-owner, vice president, architectural and interior designer, and construction
administrator for PBH Construction and PBH Residential Care Homes. With an extensive education
background in architecture and more than 14 years of hands-on design and build experience, Jeffrey
brings a fresh perspective to the PBH Construction and PBH Residential Care Homes team. With his
pulse on the latest architectural and design trends, Jeffrey is able to foresee multiple possibilities and
improvements to new-construction, rebuild and renovation projects that may otherwise seem
unsalvageable. His trademark is being able to turn what might be considered a “problem piece” of a home
into a unique and perfectly accented element of its overall design.
Although Jeffrey has been involved in his family’s construction projects in the past, he officially joined the
PBH Construction team in 2009. For PBH Construction and PBH Residential Care Homes, Jeffrey’s
responsibilities include developing schematic designs and graphic visualizations, preparing design
development packages, building 2D and 3D Renderings, preparing and permitting construction drawings,
providing client consultation as it relates to architecture, design and space-planning, and managing
construction. With PBH Construction, Jeffrey’s design and build experience includes new-constructions,
rebuilds and renovations of single-family and multi-family residential homes, and commercial, retail and
institutional spaces.
For PBH Residential Care Homes, Jeffrey strives to elevate the “later-in-life” experience for seniors
through modern design, architectural solutions that invite natural light, and better furnishings that make
residents proud of their surroundings. One of his goals is to apply the same careful thought and
excitement many people have when designing a nursery for our youngest generation to creating the living
space for our eldest generation. To help achieve this, Jeffrey obtained his credentials as a Certified Aging
in Place Specialist (CAPS) from the National Association of Home Builders.
Prior to joining PBH Construction, Jeffrey was part of The Preston Partnership, LLC team in Atlanta, Ga.
There, he was responsible for site planning and due diligence, schematic design and graphic
visualization, 2D and 3D rendering development, and more. Jeffrey’s portfolio includes various retail
spaces, multi-family residences and mixed-use developments that range in space from 10,000 to 400,000
square feet. Jeffrey’s previous design and build experience also includes projects with Hensley Lamkin
Rachel, Inc., in Dallas, Texas, IMAGINE Group in Atlanta, Ga., and Michael Malone Architects, Inc., in
Dallas, Texas.
Jeffrey’s natural talent for design has earned him several recognitions, including a Rosser International
Fellowship Award, a finalist of the 2000-2001 Otis/ACSA International Student Design Competition in
Istanbul, Turkey, and a Presidential Scholarship Award.
Jeffrey earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in Architecture with a Minor in Spanish from Baylor University
in Waco, Texas. While attending Baylor, Jeffrey completed a cooperative program, studying one year at
Washington University’s Architectural Studio in St. Louis, Mo. Jeffrey earned his Master of Architecture
degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Ga. When Jeffrey takes a break from his
design projects, he loves spending time traveling abroad and exploring other cultures. He also has a deep
appreciation for art and independent films.
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